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Places to visit
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Wittlinger Lymphedema Clinic, Austria
Europe’s center for excellence in lymphedema management for more than 40 years

Walchsee
This charming village lies at the foot of the impos-
ing “Kaisergebirge” mountain range. Walchsee
offers many sport and entertainment attractions.
Due to its beautiful landscape, its amenable climate
and altitude, Walchsee is the place for a healthy
holiday.

Kufstein
The attractive city is surrounded by meadows,
woods and lakes and is dominated by the mighty
„Kaiser“ mountain range. The charm and attrac-
tion of this town lies in its various contrasts. Cen-
turies old culture, like the fortress and the city cen-
ter compete with impressive nature. More informa-
tion can be found at www.kufstein.com

Innsbruck
Innsbruck is where city and village, mountains and
valley, rural tradition and urban chic come together
in perfect harmony. All important eras – from the
Gothic, Baroque and Renaissance to the Austrian-
Hungarian monarchy – take visitors on a journey
back in time. It’s the diversity that makes Innsbruck
interesting. More information can be found at
www.innsbruck.info

Salzburg
Salzburg is a tourist favorite. In addition to Mozart’s
birthplace, other notable sights include the entire
Old Town of Salzburg  which was nominated as a
World Heritage Site in 1996, the Salzburg Cathedral
and the popular fortress Hohensalzburg. More in-
formation can be found at www.salzburg.info

Munich
Munich is one of Germany’s most popular destina-
tions and has much to offer: Sights, attractions,
churches and more. More information can be
found at www.muenchen.de

Swarovski/Kristallwelten
Whether in very delicate crystalline dust, or as a
majestic solitaire, whether fervently glittering or
with a tender gleam: the versatility of crystal is
without comparison. Its brilliance is just as lively
as the presentation of its mystic home: the
Swarovski Crystal Worlds in Wattens, Tyrol/Austria.
Opened in 1995, the glittering labyrinth has already
enchanted more than ten million visitors from all
over the world. More information can be found at
www.swarovski.com

Herrenchiemsee
In 1873 King Ludwig II of Bavaria acquired the Her-
reninsel as the location for his Royal Palace of Her-
renchiemsee (New Palace). Modelled on Versailles,
this palace was built as a „Temple of Fame“ for
King Louis XIV of France, whom the Bavarian
monarch fervently admired.  More information can
be found at www.herrenchiemsee.de

Höfemuseum Kramsach
The Höfemuseum gives an insight about life
in Austria during the past centuries. 36 old farms
contribute their stories.  


